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Abstract
Background: Digital consulting, using email, text, and Skype, is increasingly offered to young people accessing specialist care
for long-term conditions. No patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) have been evaluated for assessing outcomes of digital
consulting. Systematic and scoping reviews, alongside patient involvement, revealed 2 candidate PROMs for this purpose: the
patient activation measure (PAM) and the physician’s humanistic behaviors questionnaire (PHBQ). PAM measures knowledge,
beliefs, and skills that enable people to manage their long-term conditions. PHBQ assesses the presence of behaviors that are
important to patients in their physician-patient interactions.
Objective: This study aimed to assess the face and content validity of PAM and PHBQ to explore whether they elicit important
outcomes of digital consulting and whether the PROMs can isolate the digital consultation component of care.
Methods: Participants were drawn from 5 clinics providing specialist National Health Service care to 16- to 24-year-olds with
long-term health conditions participating in the wider LYNC (Long-Term Conditions, Young People, Networked Communications)
study. Overall, 14 people undertook a cognitive interview in this substudy. Of these, 7 participants were young people with either
inflammatory bowel disease, cystic fibrosis, or cancer. The remaining 7 participants were clinicians who were convenience
sampled. These included a clinical psychologist, 2 nurses, 3 consultant physicians, and a community youth worker practicing in
cancer, diabetes, cystic fibrosis, and liver disease. Cognitive interviews were transcribed and analyzed, and a spreadsheet recorded
the participants’ PROM item appraisals. Illustrative quotes were extracted verbatim from the interviews for all participants.
Results: Young people found 11 of the PAM 13 items and 7 of the additional 8 PAM 22 items to be relevant to digital consulting.
They were only able to provide spontaneous examples of digital consulting for 50% (11/22) of the items. Of the 7 clinicians, 4
appraised all PAM 13 items and 20 of the PAM 22 items to be relevant to evaluating digital consulting and articulated
operationalization of the items with reference to their own digital consulting practice with greater ease than the young people.
Appraising the PHBQ, in 14 of the 25 items, two-thirds of the young people’s appraisals offered digital consulting examples with
ease, suggesting that young people can detect and discern humanistic clinician behaviors via digital as well as face-to-face
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communication channels. Moreover, 17 of the 25 items were appraised as relevant by the young people. This finding was mirrored
in the clinician appraisals. Both young people and the clinicians found the research task complex. Young participants required
considerably more researcher prompting to elicit examples related to digital consulting rather than their face-to-face care.
Conclusions: PAM and PHBQ have satisfactory face and content validity for evaluating digital consulting to warrant proceeding
to psychometric evaluation. Completion instructions require revision to differentiate between digital and face-to-face consultations.
(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(10):e268) doi:10.2196/jmir.9786
KEYWORDS
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Introduction
Clinical Outcomes in Young Adults
In the United Kingdom, 23% of 11- to 15-year-olds report
having a long-term illness or disability and of those reporting
a long-term condition, 58% take medication [1]. As these young
people approach adulthood and take over greater responsibility
for their health from their parents, their health outcomes notably
decline. In type 1 diabetes, accessing care declines once they
have transitioned from pediatric to adult services [2]. The key
clinical outcome of importance to their future health, blood
glucose control, deteriorates with 1 in 4 young people having
blood glucose levels that will lead to complications of diabetes
in adulthood [3,4]. In sickle cell disease, during adolescence,
regular attendance at outpatient clinics reduces and poorer
adherence to medical regimens, in particular penicillin
prophylaxis, is reported [5-7]. This is especially problematic
because 25% of young adult deaths due to sickle cell are linked
to infection and poor compliance with penicillin prophylaxis
[7]. In a birth to 18-year-old cohort with sickle cell, highest
mortality occurred in those over 15 years with the transfer from
pediatric to adult care settings. This represents a particularly
high-risk situation [8]. In asthma, median rates of medication
adherence in adolescents have been reported to be 43% [9], and
when they present for emergency visits, they are less likely to
continue treatment plans compared with younger children [10].

Digital Consulting
In an attempt to improve poor health outcomes, specialist clinical
teams caring for young people with long-term conditions have
begun to use digital consulting, which commonly consists of
email and text messaging [11]. This practice was investigated
in the LYNC (Long-Term Conditions, Young People,
Networked Communications) study that aimed to understand
the role of digital consulting in specialist long-term condition
clinics for 16- to 24-year-olds [12]. The LYNC study broadly
defined digital consulting as two-way patient-clinician
communications for clinical purposes, synchronous or
asynchronous, in which either party is, or could be, mobile. The
objective of this study was to explore how engagement in
self-care is impacted by the use of digital consulting including
effects, costs, and necessary safety and ethical safeguards. This
was undertaken by interviewing and observing the practice of
173 clinical team members and 165 young people across 20
clinics providing care for young adults with 13 different physical
and mental health conditions [11,13]. Young people and their
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clinicians value digital consulting as providing access to health
care in a timely way and at a point when it makes a difference
to how the young people manage their health [11].

Patient-Reported Outcomes
Although these digital methods are increasingly being used by
health professionals and are supported by health-provider
organizations [14-16], their impact on patient-reported health
outcomes has not been explored. In planning and undertaking
health services improvement or experimental research,
patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are of documented
importance, and where you have a PRO, you need a
patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) [17]. Examples of
PROs are treatment satisfaction, depressive symptoms, quality
of life, and pain.
Systematic reviews of digital consulting relevant to young
people with long-term conditions identify gaps in our
understanding of relevant PROs [12]. Digital consulting PROs
need to demonstrate some amenability to change because of
care being provided in both a face-to-face and digital contexts.
For example, would the PRO be influenced if the young person
had routine hospital appointments supplemented by email
contact with one of their clinical teams between routine
appointments? We might not expect depressive symptoms to
change, but we might anticipate that treatment satisfaction could
perhaps be influenced. Systematic reviews have also
recommended undertaking research across several clinical
populations using digital consulting [12]. To achieve this, a
PRO that can span different long-term conditions and elicit
generic outcomes related to the potential benefits of digital
consulting is required.

Identifying Candidate Patient-Reported Outcome
Measures for Digital Consulting
As part of the LYNC study, a series of systematic and scoping
reviews were undertaken alongside patient involvement to
identify generic PROs and PROMs that assessed the impact of
types of patient-clinician interactions (not specifically digital
interactions) on patient engagement with their health as an
outcome. This work is published elsewhere [13], but in
summary, an initial systematic review to identify existing
candidate generic PROMs to be used for evaluating digital
consulting was undertaken. The review generated 28 generic
PROMs from which we expected to identify an existing PROM
that would be fit for purpose. To make the public and patient
engagement task of appraising these PROMs manageable, they
were clustered in PRO themes. The main PRO clusters were
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(1) quality of life (x 8 PROMs), (2) psychological status (x 5
PROMs), and (3) patient satisfaction with information
technology (x 4 PROMs). Results of a Web-based public
engagement survey (n=57) and discussion with the LYNC study
public engagement team indicated that the PRO clusters were
outdated and not fit for the purpose of evaluating the impact of
digital consulting for young adults. Service user engagement in
determining important outcomes of care is essential, and these
discussions within the LYNC public engagement team were
informed by the early LYNC fieldwork. This resulted in a
decision to undertake a scoping review to identify interventions
(and their PROMs) that aimed to improve face-to-face hospital
appointments primarily by increasing patient participation in
them. Two reviews were identified [18,19], and with reference
to the emerging LYNC fieldwork data, the Harrington et al [18]
review was particularly useful in informing a second Web-based
public engagement survey to gain perspectives on the most
important attributes of a successful face-to-face medical
appointment. This survey (n=143) resulted in the emergence of
4 priorities. Using these as our guide, we returned to the
Harrington et al review [18] to identify the PROMs that had
been used to assess the impacts of interventions used in routine
appointments to promote the following: (1) question asking, (2)
engagement between the clinician and patient, (3) recall
following an appointment, and (4) having a sense of disease
control. None of the studies in the Harrington et al review [18]
had utilized PROMs to assess these attributes specifically, but
the scoping review, the public engagement process, and early
LYNC fieldwork informed us about what we needed to look
for in the PROM literature. A final scoping review identified 5
candidate PROMs that the LYNC public engagement team
narrowed down to 3, which appeared potentially fit for the
purpose of eliciting patient outcomes targeted by digital
consulting and suitable for use across multiple long-term
conditions. These PROMs were (1) the patient activation
measure (PAM 22) [20], (2) the patient activation measure short
form (PAM 13) [21], and (3) the physician’s humanistic
behaviors questionnaire (PHBQ) [22]. The 13 items of the short
form PAM 13 are contained within the 22 items of the PAM
22. Therefore, items from just 2 candidate PROMs, the PAM
22 and the PHBQ, were the focus of our interest.

The Patient Activation Measure 22 and the Physician’s
Humanistic Behaviors Questionnaire
The aim of PAM is to understand the knowledge, beliefs, and
skills required by people to enable them to manage their
long-term conditions. PAM 22 demonstrates construct and
criterion validity [20]. PAM 13, a short-form version of PAM
22, has been more extensively examined for use in additional
populations and languages [21]. It offers strong psychometric
evidence in people living with long-term conditions [23-34].
PAM, specifically PAM-13, possesses a large body of evidence
that supports its strong psychometric properties across diverse
cultures and patient groups. PAM 13 and 22 are proprietorial
PROMs that can limit access. The aim of PHBQ instrument
development was to understand what physician humanistic
behaviors, performed (or not) in the physician-patient
interaction, were important to patients and to develop a measure
to assess these behaviors in different health care contexts [22].
https://www.jmir.org/2018/10/e268/
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No further evaluations of the PHBQ full scale were identified,
although a number of investigators have used items from PHBQ
in new outcome measures or used PHBQ as a benchmark for
convergent validity when developing new measures [35-37]. In
summary, PHBQ evidences satisfactory face, content, and
convergent validity but reports no reliability evidence. Research
endeavor is required to address its psychometric properties
relating to reliability and validity in other clinical contexts. A
full assessment of the psychometric validation evidence for both
PROMs is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Study Objectives
Neither PAM nor PHBQ have been used to evaluate the impact
of digital consulting, and their face and content validity for this
purpose have not been established. Our research objective was
to assess the face and content validity of these measures for
assessing the patient-clinician relationship impacts of digital
consulting. In addition, where PROM items had face validity
with young people and their clinicians, we also aimed to access
whether they were thinking about the digital consultation
component of their care when reflecting on their activation and
their patient-clinician relationship.

Methods
Research Design
We undertook a qualitative exploration of PHBQ and PAM
using cognitive interviewing, an established method for the
development and revision of PROMs [38-42]. Criteria for
PROM development and revision are that the items have clarity,
relevance, and are unambiguous for their purpose [38]. Cognitive
interviews use a concurrent interviewing approach where
participants are asked to think aloud as they consider the
measure or a debriefing approach where participants are asked
to consider their experience of answering the questions and
completing the measure immediately after its completion
[38,39]. We used both concurrent and debriefing approaches in
all interviews to understand the cognitions of the participants
as they were considering individual items and their overall
experience of each PROM and its fitness for purpose in the use
of digital consulting. We acknowledged that there may be
organizational barriers for clinicians in delivering care aligned
with the individual PROM items in a digital care context.
Consequently, it was important to expose each PROM to
clinicians in addition to young people. This would identify
whether there are differences in perspectives between people
receiving digitally enhanced care and those offering it.

Setting
A total of 5 clinics from the wider LYNC study participated in
this substudy. LYNC study clinics spanned England and Wales
and provided specialist National Health Service (NHS) care to
16- to 24-year-olds with long-term mental or physical health
conditions [11,13]. The majority of clinicians and participants
in the main LYNC study clinics were engaging in digital
consultations in addition to routine clinic appointments.
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Participants
Interviewees were a subset of LYNC study participants with
experience of digital consulting [12]. A total of 7 young people
aged 16 to 24 years with a diagnosis of inflammatory bowel
disease (4), cystic fibrosis (1), or cancer (2) consented to have
a cognitive interview from a total sample of 165 young people
recruited to the LYNC study. A total of 7 clinicians from 5 NHS
trusts, also from the LYNC study pool of 173 clinical team
members, participated. Of these, 1 was a clinical psychologist,
2 were nurses, 3 were consultant physicians, and 1 was a
community youth worker. They worked in the fields of cancer
(2), diabetes (2), cystic fibrosis (1), and liver disease (2).
Convenience sampling was used in 5 of the recruited LYNC
clinical sites. The complexity of the cognitive interviewing task
meant that we needed young adult participants to agree to
participate in a face-to-face interview. Everyone who was
approached agreed to participate in the cognitive interview. We
obtained ethical approval (14/WM/0066) from the National
Research Ethics Service Committee West Midlands—The Black
Country.

Procedure
Three experienced researchers completed the interviews.
Clinician participants were briefed on the purpose of the
interview and the rationale for each candidate PROM. They
were then asked to consider each item and articulate what they
were considering as they read it. As each PROM was aimed at
patient completion and not clinician completion, the clinicians
were asked to consider the extent to which they themselves
performed or supported the behaviors and attitudes in the items
when thinking about digital consulting. They were asked to
consider their own clinical care using the response options
included in each measure (eg, strongly agree to strongly
disagree). In doing so, they would be prompted to consider the
item’s relevance in a digital consulting context. A total of 5
clinicians reviewed both PROMs and 2 reviewed 1 PROM each.
Young people’s PROM cognitive interviews took place at the
end of a shortened regular LYNC interview [11]. The young
participants were briefed on the purpose of the interview and
of the measure. To reduce participant burden, each young person
was asked to consider, in rotation, 1 in 3 of the items in both
measures. The sequential rotation of shortened questionnaires
was documented to ensure item coverage during interviews.
Young people were primed when considering the measures to
think about their current access to, and communication with,
their health care team, including digital consultations, and how
completely they felt the questions addressed the sorts of things
that are important to them in terms of engaging in digital
consultations. We expected that young people would find it
difficult to separate out their face-to-face interactions from their
digitally enhanced care. Consequently, young people were asked
to think aloud as they considered the items in the measure in
relation to their own care and articulate a personal response to
each item, and where necessary, they were prompted to clarify
whether they were appraising in terms of their experience of
digital consultations. Both clinicians and patients were also
prompted to reflect on the measures in their entirety after having
reviewed the individual items in terms of the overall relevance
of the items for assessing the outcomes of digital consultations
https://www.jmir.org/2018/10/e268/
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and whether there were any important aspects of this assessment
that were currently omitted. All interviews were audio recorded,
transcribed verbatim, and anonymized.

Analysis
For both young person and clinician interviews, a spreadsheet
was developed to indicate, by item, whether the participant
could appraise the item as related to digital consulting with ease,
operationalized by offering examples as they thought aloud,
and whether the item was considered relevant. Illustrative quotes
were extracted verbatim from the transcribed interviews for all
participants. Where 2 or more young people and 4 or more
clinicians appraised the item as relevant, we determined the
item to be relevant.

Results
Face and Content Validity Assessments of the Patient
Activation Measure 13 and 22 Items
PAM 22 was reviewed in entirety by 6 of the 7 clinicians, and
selected items were reviewed in rotation by 7 young people.
Each individual item of PAM 22 was reviewed a minimum of
8 times overall. Multimedia Appendix 2 presents the degree to
which young peoples’ and clinicians’ responses indicated that
they agreed or strongly agreed with the relevance of each item
as an outcome of digital consulting. It also presents the degree
to which digitally enhanced care was referred to spontaneously
with ease or when prompted while considering the relevance
of the item operationalized as examples being given in the
interviews. Illustrative quotes from the cognitive interviews
show where digital consulting was shown to be underpinning
the construct of patient activation.

Young People
Multimedia Appendix 2 illustrates that in comparison with
clinicians, the young people were less able to appraise the items
as related to digital consulting with ease. In only 50% (11/22)
of the items was more than 1 young person, out of the 2 or 3
reviewing the items, able to give an illustrative think aloud
example. This did not differ according to whether they were
appraising PAM 13 or PAM 22 items. Young people had less
difficulty with appraising item relevance for digital consulting.
On PAM 13, 11 of the items were assessed as being relevant to
young peoples’ experience of managing their health condition
with digital access to clinicians. Of the additional 8 PAM 22
items, 7 were found to be relevant. In articulating digital
examples, the young people provided a similar proportion of
these across all of the PAM 13 and PAM 22 items identified to
be relevant. We had anticipated that young people would
struggle to critique the measure items and instead use the item
as a mechanism for appraising their abilities or their care. In
appraising both the PAM 13 and 22 items, we found that young
people did default to this position while undertaking this
complex task. For example, in the last quote in Multimedia
Appendix 2, the young person offers evidence of how they
demonstrate that they can handle symptoms at home rather than
on whether being able to handle their symptoms at home may
be facilitated by the use of digital consulting. One young person
reported that some of the questions were similar to others.
J Med Internet Res 2018 | vol. 20 | iss. 10 | e268 | p.4
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Another suggested that PAM 22 could be used to assess and
compare whether young people preferred digital versus
face-to-face communication. The complex nature of the task
limited the extent to which the young people were able to
critique the PAM scale overall in depth and comment on item
duplication or item omissions in important areas related to digital
consulting.

Clinicians
Clinician participants had an easier grasp of the task than the
young people and were able to appraise the items with relative
ease. At least 4 of the 6 clinicians were able to address the items
as related to digital consulting with ease on all PAM 13 items
and 20 of the PAM 22 items. The majority of clinicians agreed
that the measure was suitable for appraising digital consulting.
For example, on PAM 13, if all 6 clinicians had agreed with the
relevance of all 13 items, a 100% agreement rate would have
been established by a total agreement score of 78. The agreement
score was 63, which indicates high levels of agreement across
the items and the clinicians on the item relevance for evaluating
digital consulting. Most were able to provide examples of the
relevance of the items to digitally enhanced care in support of
their assessment. The clinicians were more able to critique the
PAM items beyond the direct task and raised a number of issues.
In relation to some items on the PAM 22 scale, with item
similarities observed in the following paired questions—item
1 and 2; 13 and 16; and 18 and 20—made either item redundant.
A diabetes consultant commented that they struggled to establish
the relevance of item 3 and 6 in relation to evaluating outcomes
for digital consulting and suggested that further clarification
was required. The same clinician also remarked about the
significant overlap between item 10, 12, and other items in the
instrument. A liver clinician also found items 15 and 20 to be
ambiguous and therefore could not provide a response.
Two clinicians suggested that there were items that may be more
or less applicable for particular conditions. For example, a
clinician suggested that item 18 on PAM 22 was
condition-specific and would yield different responses in various
health conditions. The young people’s community worker in
cancer services disagreed with the idea in item 1 inferring that
the patient should take sole responsibility for their health
condition and reported that it took a joint effort to maintain good
health outcomes for each patient. The diabetes consultant
reported that they were yet to encounter a patient who had
successfully made changes in adopting a healthy lifestyle when
considering item 16 on the PAM 22 scale. A young people’s
community worker in cancer services commented that the
measure appeared sufficiently comprehensive by covering a
broad context of how technology might contribute to supporting
self-management and found items 4 and 8 to be particularly
relevant. However, this health professional added that not all
items of PAM 22 would be relevant to all patient groups. This
idea was supported by a cystic fibrosis consultant who reported
that although they strongly agreed with the first 6 items on the
scale, some items relating to taking sole action of one’s health
condition would be less important for a cystic fibrosis patient
group than for other health conditions. The clinician reported
that due to the nature of the health condition, young people
living with cystic fibrosis were usually knowledgeable about
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managing their health condition at home and infrequently visited
their general physicians in the community.
A lead cancer nurse summarized that PAM 22 adequately probed
the right issues in terms of assessing the outcomes of digital
consulting. This idea was also supported by a diabetes
consultant, but he/she concluded that although the instrument
was exhaustive, it was quite repetitive. Some concepts were
missing for some clinicians in confirming the PAM 13 or 22 as
a comprehensive measure of the effects of digital consulting.
The liver clinician stated that it was paramount for any
assessment to include items that would gauge whether there
were notable changes in young people’s confidence attributed
to digital consulting. Overall, PAM was appraised as having a
satisfactory level of face and content validity notwithstanding
the issues raised regarding some of the items.

Face and Content Validity Assessments of the
Physician Humanistic Behaviors Questionnaire
Assessments were made by 6 of the 7 clinicians and 7 young
people, and each individual item was assessed a minimum of 8
times. Multimedia Appendix 3 presents data of item relevance
and illustrative examples where digital consulting was identified
to be underpinning the constructs and/or outcomes of physician
humanistic behaviors.

Young People
Compared with the clinicians, the 7 young people appraising
these items found it very difficult to engage in a lengthy critique.
Young people had a tendency to answer the question rather than
articulate its relevance to digital consulting. The young people
required prompting to clarify whether their responses were
underpinned by digital consulting, and on some occasions, they
could not elaborate any further beyond one-word responses
when prompted about this. Nonetheless, Multimedia Appendix
3 illustrates that for 56% (13/25) of the items, at least 2 of the
3 young people reviewing each item were able to offer digital
examples with ease. This suggests that young people can detect
and discern humanistic clinician behaviors via digital as well
as face-to-face communication channels. In terms of item
relevance, 68% (17/25) of the items were apprised as relevant
by 2 or more young people. As with the PAM appraisal, the
complexity of the task limited a wider critique on item repetition
or omission by the young people.

Clinicians
If all 6 clinician appraisals had agreed with the relevance of all
25 items, a 100% agreement rate would have been established,
resulting in a total agreement score of 150. The agreement score
was 108, which indicates reasonable levels of agreement across
the items and the clinicians on the item relevance for evaluating
digital consulting. Clinicians were able to provide examples of
how the items elicited aspects of their performance relating to
digital consulting. There were queries raised with regard to the
ambiguity and applicability of some items on PHBQ. They were
concerned that the idea of making promises to patients in item
7 was uncomfortable and suggested that the item needed
readjustment. A diabetes clinician reported that item 3, is in a
hurry, required a context to be given to make the question clear
for the patients to respond. Moreover, 3 clinicians had queries
J Med Internet Res 2018 | vol. 20 | iss. 10 | e268 | p.5
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regarding the relevance of item 21. The professionals stated that
they were already familiar with their patients and would know
how they preferred to be addressed. One clinician agreed with
the relevance of item 1, which probed clinicians’ ability to
follow through on patients’ problems and provided examples
of how this aspect of performance related to digital consulting.
Item 11 was thought to be irrelevant with regard to evaluating
digital consulting by the same health professional, and this idea
was also supported by a cystic fibrosis consultant who expressed
a similar opinion with regard to item 16. These 2 professionals
considered item 17 to be inappropriate for a digital consulting
scenario, although 1 clinician appreciated that abruptness could
be communicated in an email.
A small number of recommendations were made to either add
or alter existing items on the scale. Two clinicians suggested
that the addition of items that probed whether clinicians respond
to queries in a timely manner would be valuable. An individual
expressed concern that PHBQ appeared to scrutinize clinicians’
behaviors without much consideration of young people's conduct
toward health professionals. They suggested that the instrument
needed to account for the prior agreement established between
health professionals and young people with respect to methods
of communication and essentially probe those dynamics. They
concluded that PHBQ was useful in asking the right questions
to obtain young people’s opinions about the outcome of digital
consulting in terms of the clinician’s behavior.

Discussion
Principal Findings
Cognitive interviews with 7 clinicians and 7 young people found
that PAM and PHBQ contain items that were satisfactorily
appraised by clinicians and patients as having reasonable degrees
of face and content validity. In addition, both scales have
demonstrated themselves to be credible clinical evaluation
measures for assessing the effects of digital consulting. The
young people found it difficult to separate their digital
experiences from their face-to-face consultation experiences.
The clinicians had less difficulty with this task and context.
Each young person’s experience is limited by the n-of-1 nature
of their clinical experiences, whereas the clinicians have multiple
young patients upon whom they were drawing to produce
illustrative examples with ease.

Strengths and Limitations of the Research Methods
The cognitive interviews provided in-depth analyses of 2
PROMs with both clinicians and patients. We recruited a broad
range of health professional disciplines to participate, and they
were experienced providers of digitally enhanced care.
Consequently, they were evaluating the measures’ real clinical
relevance for use in a service evaluation or audit context. In
relation to the young people, they were all receivers of digitally
enhanced care, and all patients evaluated some aspects of both
measures. These participants were conveniently sampled, and
their representativeness of the whole LYNC study population
cannot be assured. Despite 4 of the main LYNC case study sites
being mental health services, none of the cognitive interviews
were undertaken with clinicians or young people from a mental
health service, and this is a limitation of the evidence presented.
https://www.jmir.org/2018/10/e268/
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The most apparent methodological weakness is that most young
people and some clinicians did not understand the exercise of
having a cognitive interview and the additional challenge of
distinguishing their digital and face-to-face consulting
experiences. The interviewers had to work hard with the time
and level of understanding that each participant presented. In
this respect, it could be argued that some interviews were not
sufficiently accessing young people's, autonomous cognitions
on the topic. Often, considerable prompting from the researcher
was required to facilitate the young person’s understanding of
the interview purpose and elicit the required data. The PHBQ
scale was developed for the purpose of appraising physician
behaviors, and we applied it to a broader range of health
professionals. Despite this original focus, no participant referred
to any limitation of this broader application.

Strengths and Limitations of the Patient-Reported
Outcome Measures
Previous research has demonstrated that psychometrically, PAM
13 has stronger and more detailed all-round validity in
demonstrating clear face, content, construct, and criterion
validity and psychometric reliability across populations
[21,23-34]. A large body of evidence, therefore, demonstrates
that PAM-13 is a valid, reliable, and clinically useful measure
of patient activation that can be used across diverse cultures and
patient groups. In light of the evidence presented above, the
strong psychometric properties of PAM 13, in particular, support
its use in adults with long-term conditions. Its validity in a digital
context has not previously been established in the literature.
PAM 22 has been psychometrically appraised fewer times [20].
The PAM 22 and 13 outcomes in young adult populations have
been reported [43-45], although Disabato et al [45] questioned
the appropriateness of PAM 13 in this population. Its
psychometric evaluation in a young adult German population
with a mean age of 17.5 years has however since been
satisfactorily established [46]. The PHBQ has less documented
detail about the face and content validity for face-to-face
consultations in a single study appraising its psychometric
properties [22]. A revised version of PHBQ was used in a study
of 1400 service men and women in which 41% of the study
population were aged 18 to 24 years [47]. The authors reported
no methodological limitation in the use of the measure with
their participants.
During interviews, clinician participants were not specifically
directed to appraise both PROMs as research tools and in their
principal roles as clinicians; they may have adopted a view of
them as clinical tools. This may have contributed to some
negative appraisals regarding item or topic repetition within the
scale. Asking the same question in different ways is often a
strength in a research tool to enable the research team to tease
out response congruity. In a clinical setting, where time for both
clinicians and patients is at a premium, repetition may appear
wasteful and irritating. Our LYNC findings point to the role of
digital consulting as having particular strength when there is a
pre-existing relationship between the patient and the clinician
[11]. This aligns well with the PHBQ scale, which is assessing
physician humanistic behaviors, where 2 previous face-to-face
consultations are required before scale completion.
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Comparisons With Prior Work
PAM is one of the few PROMs that serves twin purposes of
performing well as both a clinical and research tool. Armstrong
et al (2017) evaluated the use of PAM as a clinical tool in patient
care and found it to prompt a range of both positive and negative
responses by both patients and clinicians and concluded that
further evaluative work in its clinical application is warranted
[48]. PROMs are increasingly important across the health care
sector. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [49] has
produced guidance on their use by the pharmaceutical industry
in recognition that the evolution of science and health care
products and practices should not come at any price. There is
concern that drugs can have detrimental effects on the constructs
measured by PROMs, and it is important to identify this early
in the evaluation of the drug so that it can be optimized to reduce
patient treatment burden, for example, on quality of life.
Although this advice is specifically intended for the
pharmaceutical industry, Speight and Barendse [17] remind us
that the principles underpinning the FDA’s guidance apply
across other contexts. Health care is awash with technological
solutions, and in the area of digital consulting, NHSmail2, a
secure email service for sharing patient identifiable and sensitive
information, is currently undergoing a rollout across the NHS
with the specific objective of promoting digital communication
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between many users, including patients. With such fundamental
shifts in the way that health care will be delivered and received
on the horizon, it is imperative that we ensure we have clinically
and scientifically fit-for-purpose PROMs available that have
credibility with patients, clinicians, researchers, and
technological innovators.

Recommendations for Research
The strength of PAM 13 evidence indicates that it represents
the best-evidenced PROM for evaluating the impact of digital
consulting on patient activation behaviors. Our research indicates
that revision of the completion instructions would be necessary
to enable participants or patients to differentiate between digital
and face-to-face consultation in their responses. Subsequent
research studies need to expose PAM 13, 22, and PHBQ to
clinical evaluations of digitally enhanced services to examine
how they perform psychometrically in a larger population. Face
and content validity of these PROMs need to be explored in
mental health settings delivering digitally enhanced care.
Although we acknowledge that these PROMs may not be perfect
and may benefit from item addition, revision, and removal, they
are presented as the best PROMs available at the current time
to evaluate the impact of digital consulting for young adults
with long-term conditions. The development of a new PROM
for this purpose may be appropriate in the future.
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